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Peter,

Many thanks for you Email and the Percy Whitlock F.T.
Somehow it was sent to you on my wife's Email address.

I am having trouble understanding how one reads the charts, and what the coding before the
names represent. ie J1) K1) K2) K3 etc.
probably you could enlighten me on this.

The whole of the script is down the left hand side of the page, and it appears that you have set
tabs on the origional documents to set them across the sheet?

I can see the two generations back from Percy as I already have this data ie:-

N2) William WHITLOCK b.1836 d. Apr.24, 1905
-M- Sarah Ann FELCE b. 1836 br. May 1908 (I presume "br" is date of burial

rather than death date?)
1872 Cosgrove, England

O1)William Thomas WHITLOCK bp. Sep.29,1874 br.May 7,1935 (bp= baptised?)
-M- Annie Jemima REEVES b.Apr.10,1873
P1)Percy William WHITLOCK b.Jun.1,1903 d.May 1,1946 (Organist & Composer)

This section above is how the whole charts appear on my screen.

I do not understand however where to find the two sisters to William (1836-1905) Mary and
Clara.

Also I cannot see how to go back further generations having only the name of the previous
generation Thomas WHITLOCK ca 1812.
There is a Thomas about 30 lines above William

M2) Thomas WHITLOCK b.Apr.5,1812 d.Aug.15,1896
-M- Prudence PALMER b.1809? d.Apr.30 1896
May 27,1833 Blisworth,Northamptonshire,England.

Is this the correct person ?

X5710/2
After that comes

N1) John WHITLOCK bp.Apr.19,1835 brDec.9,1910. Is this the first son, and William the
second?

Then how do the following persons fit in:-



O1) Ada Abigale WHITLOCK bp.1868. br.1868
O2) Tom James WHITLOCK bp.1869. br. 1875
O3) Ada Abigale WHITLOCK bp.1872. br.1872
O4) William John WHITLOCK bp. 1873.

Many thanks for your help

Robert.

ps. I don't know if you are aware but there are three paintings in the National Portrait Gallery in
London. www.npg.org.uk.

of Sir James WHITELOCKE (NPG 4498) ca 1632.
Bulstrode WHITELOCKE (NPG 254) ca 1650.

& Bulstrode WHITELOCKE (NPG 4499) ca 1634


